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ABSTRACT 
Asymptotic normality in the non-i.i.d. case is established for linear combinations 
of functions of order statistics of general type. The scores generating function is 
allowed to have a finite number of discontinuities of the first kind and to grow 
to infinity near 0 and 1. This requires a compensation in the form of certain conditions 
on the underlying distribution functions. An extension to the multivariate case 
is included. The proof relies entirely on properties of empirical distribution functions 
in the non3.i.d. case and is patterned on the 1958 Chernoff-Savage method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It has been recognized by Chernoff, Gastwirth and Johns (1967) that 
the asymptotic distribution of a linear combination of functions of order 
statistics can be obtained by essentially the same methods as those used 
by Chernoff and Savage (1958) in their proof of asymptotic normality 
of certain two-sample rank statistics under fixed alternatives. These 
authors, however, refute this approach because of lack of mathematical 
elegance. Moore (1968) does apply the Chernoff-Savage method but only 
obtains a rather weak result (see Stigler (1974) for an omission in Moore’s 
assumptions). See also Govindarajulu ( 1968). 
Although we share the opinion that the Chernoff-Savage approach is 
rather unattractive from a mathematical point of view we should like 
to draw attention to some pleasant properties of this method, the first 
being a recapitulation of what has already been suggested so far. 
- The Chernoff-Savage approach applies in essentially the same way to 
linear combinations of order statistics and to linear rank statistics. 
- The conditions of the theorems are easy to verify. 
- The basic idea behind this kind of proof is straightforward. 
- In the case of linear combinations of functions of order statistics the 
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method immediately extends to joint asymptotic normality of linear 
combinations of functions of the ordered components, given a sample 
of random vectors. A similar remark holds true for vectors of linear rank 
statistics. 
- The method of proof relies entirely on properties of empirical distri- 
butions (d.f.‘s). 
This last point deserves special attention. Recent results by van Zuijlen 
(1976a, 1976b, 1977) on empirical d.f.‘s in the case where the sample 
elements are independent but not necessarily identically distributed (the 
non-i.d.d. case) have been succesfully applied in a Chernoff-Savage approach 
to the asymptotic normality of a very general multivariate linear rank 
statistic based on non-i.d.d. random vectors. These properties of empirical 
d.f.‘s turn out to be applicable in a Chernoff-Savage approach to the 
asymptotic normality of linear combinations of functions of order statistics 
based on non-i.i.d. sample elements, which are the contents of the present 
paper. 
In strength our theorem is comparable to recent results by Shorack 
(1969, 1972, 1973) and Stigler (1969, 1974), obtained in quite different 
ways. We shall not go into a discussion of the various methods and results. 
For a detailed account of the use of linear combinations of functions of 
order statistics and of the literature on this subject we refer to David 
(1970). 
In order to be more specific let us formulate the first basic convention. 
For each N E I2 the XIN, X~N, . . . , XNN are mutually independent random 
variables (r.v.‘s) dejined on a single probability space (9, d, P) ; Xn~ has 
a continuous d.f. F no concentrating mass 1 on (0, 1) satisfying 
(1.1) N-1 2 F&s) =s for s E (0, 1) and N E II. 
n-1 
The ordered Xm~ will be denoted by X~:N<X~:N~ . . . <XN:N and the 
empirical d.f. by PN. For given constants CON, CZN, . . ., CNN and a given 
measurable function UN: (0, 1) -+ fl we shall be concerned with the 
asymptotic distribution of 
(1.2) XN = x* c~NYN(L:N). 
n-1 
The presence of the function FN in (1.2) makes up for the rather stringent 
condition on the Xn~. To make this clear let us consider a set of mutually 
independent r.v.‘s YIN with d.f.‘s CAN of the form 
(1.3) &N = HIN 0 GN, 
where the H%N are continuous d.f.‘s concentrating mass 1 on (0, 1) and 
where GN is an arbitrary d.f. on ‘El. Consequently the G,,N are not necessarily 
identical nor continuous. Let Y*:N denote the ordered YIN. We shall 
29 Indagationes 
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prove that for a suitable choice of YN (and the F%N) the linear combi- 
nation of order statistics 
(1.4) 
N 
TN= 2 CnNYn:N 
n-1 
is equal in law to the corresponding SN in (1.2). Let us observe in passing 
that the statistic in (1.4) reduces to a linear combination of order statistics 
based on i.i.d. sample elements with common arbitrary d.f. G when we 
choose Hn~(s) =s for s E (0, 1) and GN= G for all n and N. 
For the proof let us introduce 
BN=N-l T Hn~, 
n=1 
the averaged d.f. of the HUN. For any d.f. on the real line we shall use 
the left-continuous version of the inverse. If h, 62, . . . . 5N are independent 
uniform (0, 1) r.v.‘s it follows that 
(1.5) 7%~ has the same law as Gil o Bi’ o BN o H+$(l,). 
Relation (1.5) is verified by observing that on intervals where fiN is 
constant, each of the H%N is necessarily constant too. Let us choose 
(l-6) Xm~=.iT~ o Hii( !PN=G~’ o Ril, n= 1, 2, . . . . N. 
The X~N obviously satisfy the assumptions of the first basic convention. 
Since FN in (1.6) is nondecreasing on (0, 1) it preserves order so that 
(1.7) 5 c~NY~:N has the same law as $’ c~N!PN(X~:N) 
t&=1 n=1 
in this case. 
The Chernoff-Savage approach to determine the limiting distribution 
of statistics of type (1.2) relies on the possibility of writing 8~ as the 
following functional of the empirical d.f. 
(l-8) SN = s’ JN(pN(s))u/,(s)dpN(s), 
0 
see e.g. Moore (1968). In (1.8) the function JN: (0, l] + B is chosen in 
such a way that 
(1.9) JN(n/N)=Nc,,N for n=l, 2, ,.., N. 
Let us write 
(1.10) &= [N/W + l)]pN, 
and state the second basic convention. 
We shall restrict attention to statistics SN of type (1.8) with JN(n/N) = 
= J(n/(N + 1)) and yN= Y for some $xed measurable functions J a/rid 
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Y: (0, 1) --f T$\, i.e. to statistics of the form 
SN= s’ J(l%(s))Y(s)d&+) for N E ‘elk 
0 
The function J generates the constants c%N and is referred to as scores 
generating function. The function Y generates, in a sense, the underlying 
d.f.. Since it generates the inverse of the d.f. rather than the d.f. itself, 
points of discontinuity of !P correspond to intervals of impossible values for 
the induced sample elements. Intervals where Y is constant correspond 
to discontinuities of the induced d.f.‘s. 
The theorem allows J and Y to tend to infinity near 0 and 1; there 
is a natural balance between the growth of J and that of Y near 0 and 1. 
The function J is allowed to have a finite number of discontinuities of 
the first kind, but the function Y has to be smooth in a neighbourhood 
of each discontinuity point of J. It is clear from (1.6) that keeping !P 
fixed restricts the choice of induced d.f.‘s in the non-i.i.d. case. Our theorem 
emails that asymptotic normality of suitably standardized 8N implies 
asymptotic normality of any sequence of statistics of the more general 
type SN in (1.8) with the same standardization, provided 
(1.12) N’ i [JN(PN(s))!PN(s) - J(P~(s))Y(s)]dP~(s) + PO, as N -+ 00. 
0 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the assumptions 
on the functions J and Y are given and the theorem is formulated. 
Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the proof of the theorem. A multivariate 
extension is outlined in Section 5. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM: 
Some more notation is needed to formulate the assumption. For any 
function h: Ej -+ Ej by h(r) we understand the 6th derivative, where h(O) 
is interpreted as h. The standard normal cumulative d.f. is denoted by CD. 
We shall write 
P-1) R(s) = [s( 1 - a)]-1, s E (0, 1). 
ASSUMPTION 2.1. Let O=~OO<S~=C... < Sk+1 = 1 be fixed points in the unit 
interval. The function J is allowed to have &continuities of the first kind 
at sa for i=l, 2, . . . . k and has a continuous Jirst derivative J(1) on lJ:T: 
(se-l, st). The function Y is left-continuous on (0, 1) and continuous in a 
neighbourhood of any q E (0, 1) at which J(s*-) # J(s~+ ). There exist con- 
stants a, b, M E (0, co) with a+ b < 8 such that 
(2.2) IJ(t)(s)I <MRa+~(s) for i=O, 1 and IY(s)I gMR*(s), 
for each s E (0, 1) at which these functions are de$ned. 
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In integrals the symbolism “da” will be used 
with respect to Lebesgue measure on 33. For a 
of the location of the SN we use the quantity 
to indicate integration 
proper standardization 
(2.3) p= 1 J(s)Y(s)ds. 
The quantities used to standardize the scale of the SN will be given in 
the implicit form 
(2.4) a%= &(P1iv, &N, . . . . FAw)= VW ( i AN), i-0 
where the ANN are the leading terms in the fundamental decomposition 
of SN in (3.4). Under Assumption 2.1 these quantities are well defined. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that the functions J and !P satisfy Assumption 
2.1. Then the quantities p and C& dejined in (2.3) and (2.4) are finite and 
(2.5) lim sup IP(N’(SN-~)/olv<x)-PI =O, 
N+m zrR 
provide& lim infN-+co ~7%) 0. 
3. DECOMPOSITION AND BEHAVIOR OF FIRST ORDER TERMS 
Without loss of generality we shall assume that J is right-continuous. 
It will be convenient to introduce the function 
(3.1) 6(x)=0 or 1 according as z-c0 or 220, 
and the quantities 
(3.2) df=J(s‘+)-J(st-), i=l, 2, . . . . k. 
Assumption 2.1 entails that we can write J = J, + Jd, where J, : (0, 1) + @ 
is continuous throughout (0, 1) with continuous first derivative Jil’ on 
u:_‘,’ (a-1, st) and where 
(3.3) Jd= i 4 6(9-q), s E (0, 1). 
i-1 
Let us note that J(1) = JD” on lJ:z: (~1-1, st). 
With probability 1 the decomposition 
(3.4) 
holds, where 
N'(sN-/J)= i &N+BN 
3-O 
(3.5) AoN=Nf j J(S)w)a[&(S) -91, 
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(3.6) AlN=N* i [PN(S)--]J(l)(Q)Y(S)dS, 
0 
(3.7) 
(3.9) BN = N’ ; [J@%(s)) -J(s)]!P(s)d~ll~(~) - i Ark. 
0 i=l 
In this section it will be shown that with 0% as in (2.4) we have 
P-9) lim sup Ip(( iio AiN)/uN<z)-@(x)1=0. 
N-+co zcR 
Let us observe that, with probability 1, 
(3.10) i A~N=N-$ &N, 
i-o 
where &N= ~~=, A tsN and, with ,u as in (2.3), 
(3.11) AO~N = J(&N)~(~FsN) -,u, 
(3.12) AINN= j [6(s-Xla~)-8]J(l)(~)ly(s)ds, 
0 
(3.13) 
k 
&a~= 2 d~y(si)[G(st-XnN)-S1]. 
i=l 
Since &N depends on X~N only it follows that the .?& are mutually 
independent r.v.‘s. We shall prove the existence of a 6> 0 such that 
lim SUpN+m N-l g”=l g( l-%~N1~+‘) < do by establishing the stronger asser- 
tion that 
(3.14) lim SUPN+~~ N-1 2 &'( IAt,~/2+6) < 00, 
n-1 
for i=O, 1, 2. From the proof of (3.14) it will become apparent that we 
may apply Fubini’s theorem which yields 
(3.15) 8( 2 &N)=o. 
n-1 
The asymptotic normality in (3.9) follows from a version of the central 
limit theorem due to Esseen (1945) which applies because of (3.14), (3.15) 
and the assumption that lim infN-,oo ai> 0. 
Let us first prove (3.14) for i = 0. Application of the “c,-inequality” 
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and of Assumption 2.1 yields that 
i 
T&=1 
(3.16) Q C&?2(2+d)i%-1 .gl R (a+b)(2+d)(S)d~,~(8) + Cdl/@+d Q 
! <cd!f2(2+6)[ ; R(a+*)(2+d)(s)d.s+( ; R”+*(s)ds)2+d], 
for some finite positive constant cd. In the last expression the first term 
is fmite provided 6 is chosen sufficiently small to ensure that (a+b)(2+6) 
< 1. The second term is finite for any 6 > 0. Since the expression is, 
moreover, independent of N we have shown (3.14) for i= 0. 
To prove (3.14) for i = 1 we use the inequality 
(3.17) Id@-Q-81 <CR-*+d(s)R*“(t), s, t E (0, l), 6 E (0, 61, 
where c is some finite positive constant independent of 6. It follows from 
Assumption 2.1 and (3.17) that 
N-l ; ~(j&lv12+“)< 
n=1 
(3.18) J 
Q (cM2)2+BN-1 f [~(R(t-d)(z+d)(Xnlv))] 
WI1 
i 
x [ s’ Ra+*+*+d(+h]2+d Q 
0 
I < (cM2)2+“[ s’ R(*-~)(~+@(s)cJ!s][ s’ Ra+*+t+d(ts)da]2+d. 0 0 
The last bound is independent of N and finite, provided 6 is chosen 
sufficiently small to ensure that a + b + 4 + 6 < 1. 
The proof of (3.14) for i = 2 follows from the inequality 
k 
(3.19) IA2nNI < 1 Ifwv(Q)l, 
i=l 
where this bound is independent of w E Q, independent of N and finite. 
It is obvious that the minimum of the finite number of 6’s considered 
so far is a 6 > 0 for which (3.14) is simultaneously satisfied for i = 0, 1, 2. 
Let us conclude this section with the remark that 
(3.20) &v+A~N=N* J: [I%,@)-a]Y(s)dJ(s), 
0 
where the integral is a Stieltjes-Lebesgue integral. 
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4. ASYMPTOTIC NEGLIGIBILITY OF THE REMAINDER TERM 
Without real loss of generality we may take k = 1 in Assumption 2.1. 
Throughout this section E> 0 is a fixed arbitrarily small number. For 
any pair of real numbers a, b we write a A b for min (a, b) and a V b for 
max {a, b}. Given a y E (0, sr A (l-81)) and MI E (0, 00) let us define the 
intervals 
~4.~~~1,=~Y,~l-yl~~~l+y, l-y], Ozr=(O,Y)u(Sl-Y,Sl+Y)V(1-y,1), 
(4.2) ON = [s1- MlN-+, Sl + MlN+J. 
Let us also introduce the set 
sz,N=(oEsz: sup ]PzJ(s;w)-si<r/2}, 
SPPx11 
and observe that it follows from Lemma 2.3.3 by van Zuijlen (1976b) 
that 
(4.3) P(&$N) --f 1, as N -+ 00, for fixed y, 
where this convergence is uniform in the triangular array of d.f.‘s 
FlN, F2N, . . . . FNN (satisfying the first basic convention). We shall write 
(4.4) UN(s) = N’[&V(S) - 81, u;(s) = @[i%(s) --s], c5- E [o, 1-j. 
We have the decomposition BN = BNc+ BNB, where 
(4.5) BN~= N’ s’ [Jc(PS(s)) -JC(S)]Y(S)@N(S) - AIN, 
0 
(4.6) BNd=N6 j [J&(S)) -h(~)]!q~)dpN(~) 42N. 
0 
The functions J, and Jd are defined at the beginning of Section 3 (see 
(3.3)). Observe that C@N restricts integration to [X~:N, XN:N]. 
For dealing with B NC it is essential to notice that, by the mean value 
theorem, 
(4.7) N*[J@%(s)) - J,(S)] = UTT(S)JP(GN(S)), s E 017, w E -$N, 
where GN(s) is a random variable satisfying 
(4.8) ~GN(s)-~1 < 1&(s)--~1, s E Oly, co E L&N. 
As far as BN~ is concerned let us define Nr in as the unique number 
satisfying 
(4.9) (N+l)sl~N1<(N+l)sl+l, 
and the random interval 
(4.10) ~N={s: XN~:N A s~<s<~N~:N V ~1). 
For any set %, P will denote its complement, ~(3) its indicator function 
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and x(%; x) the value of this function at the point x, i.e. 
(4.11) ~(3’; x) = 1 or 0 according as x E 3 or x E XC. 
Furthermore, let us define 
(4.12) sgn x= -1, 0 or 1 according as x(0, x=0 or x>O. 
It is immediate that we have 
Given any m in the function I, is defined by 
(4.14) 
Im(s)=(k-1)/m for (k-l)/m<s<k/m, k=l, 2, . . ..m. 
and Im(l)=l. 
For any Bore1 set B in n let us write 1(B) for its Lebesgue measure and 
$‘N{B) for the measure assigned to B by the empirical d.f. pt~. The 
class of all intervals in ‘@ is denoted by Y. For fixed 6 > 0 satisfying the 
requirements of Section 3 and arbitrary Mi E (0, m) and cN E (0, oo), 
N E J-l, let us consider the following subsets of Q: 
DlN = {I UN(s) 1 < MlR-*+%), 8 E [o, I]}, 
Q2N= {Iu&)l <M1fi-*+d(a), 8 E [Xl:N, XN:N]}, 
D3N = {I u;(a) - UN(a)1 <CNB-*++), 8 E [&:N, XN:N]}, 
,.Q~N = {Ba+g(PZ(s)) Q MlRa+*(~), s E [X~:N, XN:N], i = 0, l}, 
Q5N = {~&), XNl:N E ON}, 
J&N={ SUP lJ+N{I}-n(I)I -d&N-*). 
Ie.9: Icr, 
It follows from Corollary 1.1.4 and Lemmas 2.3.2, 2.3.3, 2.3.5, and 2.3.6 
by van Zuijlen (1976b) that there exist Ml and cl, ~2, . . . 4 0 such that 
for all N E Yl and any triangular array of d.f.‘s FIN, FIN, . . . . FNN (satis- 
fying the first basic convention of Section 1) we have 
(4.15) p(&?,) > I-E, where QN = (? &N* 
i-1 
We are now in a position to give the further decomposition of BN~ 
and BN~ into BN~= zisl CON and BN~= zf=, DON, see (4.5) and (4.6), 
where 
(72N=#~N)jj~ [u:(s) - UN(S)]J~‘)(G)y(Q)dPN(S), 
To obtain this decomposition we make use of (4.7) and (4.13). 
Let us notice the following property of the set !&N (and hence of DN). 
Let for each w E s’i C 9, G(.s; o) = G(s) be a function defined for s E [X~:N, 
XN:N], satisfying 
Then we have 
(4.16) B”+yd(s)) Q M&a+“(s), 8 E [&:N, XN:N], 0 E fi n G4N, 
for i=O, 1. 
In the following lemmas we establish the asymptotic negligibility of 
the C- and D-terms. The various properties of the sets &)N, see (4.15), 
will be used in the proofs of these lemmas without explicit reference. 
It should be noted that some terms are negligible as both N + 00 and 
y j, 0, and that others are negligible as N -+ 00 for fixed y. By straight- 
forward combination of these results we obtain the desired negligibility 
of BN as N-+oo. 
LEMMA 4.1. For i=4,5 we have CcN-tpO, as N-+cc ad ~40. 
PROOF. i = 4. Although the set 0~~ contains the point si where J may 
have a discontinuity, the function J, is continuous throughout (0, 1) and 
continuously differentiable on (0, 81) u (ai, 1) so that the mean value 
theorem can always be applied step-wise. This leads to essentially the 
same bound for the integrand as the one that may be obtained from (4.7). 
Together with Assumption 2.1 and (4.16) with d = GN and fi =@,N it 
follows that 
and hence 
~(@N)IC4NI) < M2M1 s Ra+*+d+*(s)ds, 
Ow 
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which converges to zero as y j, 0, uniformly in N. 
i = 5. It follows from Assumption 2.1 that 
which converges to zero as y 4 0, uniformly in N. n 
LEMMA 4.2. For i = 1, 2, 3, 6 we have CON -+ p0, as N + 00. 
PROOF. i = 1. Assumption 2.1 implies the existence of a finite number 
BY, independent of N, such that 
(4.17) 
Hence we have 
sup ~!P(S)~=.&. 
S%Y 
(4.18) 
For fixed y E (0, s1 A (1 - ~1)) the function J6’ is uniformly continuous on 
W4 a-y/21 u [sI+Y/~, l-y/21. B ecause of (4.8) it follows that the term 
on the right in (4.18) tends to zero in probability as N tends to infinity. 
i = 2. Using once more (4.17) and Assumption 2.1 it follows that 
X(QN)ICZNI <MMl& CN SUP Ra+tM(S), 
-01y 
which converges to zero as N + 00. 
i= 3. For each m E n and with I, as in (4.14) we have l&N] < zi=, C;mN, 
where 
%N=o~y I UN(s) - uN(Im(s))l I~f’(Im(s))~(Im(s))l~~N(S), 
&=ofy 1 UN(s)\ I&l’(s)y(s) -#‘(Im(s))y(Im(s))I~~N(S), 
C&N= lo.fy uN(lm(s))J~"(~m(s))~(lm(s))&[PN(S)-~]I, 
cimN=o~y Iv,(s)- uN(Im(s))l IJ~"(lrn(s))y(lrn(s))IdS, 
C6mN=o!y 1 u,(s)1 IJP’(s)Y(s) -Jb"(lm(s))Y(lm(S))Ids. 
It is clear from Assumption 2.1 that the #‘(s)Y(s), J~l’(lm(s))Y(Im(s)) 
are uniformly bounded by some finite number Mz for s E 01,. It follows 
from Lemma 2.3.6 by van Zuijlen (1976b) that 
GnI? -+pO, as m,N+co for i=l, 4. 
Assumption 2.1 entails that 
JG'(~m(S))Y(lm(S)) + Ji"(S)Y(S), 
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as m -+ 00, for all s E Or, since Inz(s) t s, as m + 00, for all s E (0, 1) and 
J6’. !P is left-continuous on Or,. We have 
and the dominated convergence theorem yields that this last term tends 
to zero as m --f co, uniformly in N. The r.v. CL,, can be dealt with in 
a similar way. 
Let us now focus on C’ 3mN keeping m fixed. For each LC) E 0 the integrand 
in the expression for this r.v. is a simple step function assuming the 
value W&U)), say, on the interval 
Ol,k=[(k- 1)/m, k/m) n Oly, k= 1, 2, . . . . m. 
With the constant MS as just defined we have 
X@N) WlcN < MlM2, 
and since the Oryk are intervals it follows that 
X(~N) C;,N G x(GN)MIM~ jl I~,{o,,,} - 17,(01,k)l< 
G )@iv)2mM1M2 sup I&(s) --sI, 
SO[O.ll 
which tends to zero for fixed m, as N + 00. The proof for i = 5 is concluded 
by straightforward combination of these intermediate steps. 
i= 6. The asymptotic neglibility of CC&J is immediate from (4.3). H 
LEMMA 4.3. For i = 1, 2 we have DON -+ PO, as N -+ 00. 
PROOF. If di=O there is nothing to prove. Let us therefore assume 
that di # 0 in which case Assumption 2.1 tells us that the function !P 
is continuous in a neighbourhood of si. We shall assume that N is suffi- 
ciently large to be sure that ON is contained in this neighborhood of $1 
where Y is continuous. For such N there exists a finite positive number 
MS such that 
max 1 Y(s)] <Ms. 
NON 
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i = 1. Let us first note that DIN= D;N-+ D&r, where 
For o E QN the mean value theorem for integrals applies to the first 
term in the expression for Dh. Writing Gi for the ra.ndom point between 
~1 and 291 -p&i) we obtain 
x(QN)ID;NI GX(QNP’I~ IWi@%l) -4 - W,)[&v(a) -81]l< 
<x(QN)M~&I IV&+ y(81)i +N’(N+ 1)-1Jf3141, 
which tends to zero, as N + 00, because IG;-8il< MIN-t on 0~ for 
all N. As far as D&J is concerned let us observe that 
~(~N)ID;INI~X(~N)N~M~I~N(~~)--N(XN~:N-)-[ES~-XN~:N]I 
+N’Ms[(N+ 1)-l+ I(Nl-- l)N-l-811]= 
=x(SZN)N~M~IPN{~N}-~(~N)I +O(N-*)=O(N-*), 
which tends to zero as N --f 00. 
i=2. For each m ED and with I, as in (4.14) we have 
where 
IDzlvl <D&N + Dhn~, 
Db~=N*lhl I pt [y(s)- Y(I,(~))I~[~N(~)-~II, 
&N=Ntldll ITi YU(I,(~))~[~N(~)-~]I. 
It is immediate that 
which by the continuity of p(8) on ON tends to zero as m -+ 00, uniformly 
in N. Writing rNk = [(k - 1)/m, k/m) n TN, k= 1, 2, . . ., m, we see that 
x(QN)ID~NI <~(-Qnlv)N” M3 2 lP~{r~k}-A(r~g)l =zzrnN-*MlM3, 
k-l 
which tends to zero for fixed m, as N + 00. By straightforward combi- 
nation of these intermediate results the proof for i= 2 is concluded. n 
5. mm ~~~LT~ARIBTE CASE 
In this section we shall, more generally, consider a triangular array of 
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m-dimensional mutually independent random vectors 
with continuous m-variate d.f. FnN having marginal d.f.‘s FtnN. Let us 
write Ff’tn = N-l XC, P &N. The joint empirical d.f. will be denoted by 
PN and its i-th marginal, i.e. the empirical d.f. of the i-th coordinates 
by P$N. The ordered i-th coordinates will be written 
We are interested in the asymptotic normality of m-dimensional random 
vectors, the i-th component of which is a linear combination of a function 
of the X$:),, n=l, 2, . . . , N. Such statistics may be of interest in robust 
estimation of the location of multivariate distributions. A coordinatewise 
estimation of location using rank tests is given by Bickel (1964). For the 
multivariate case see also Shorack (1969) and Govindarajulu (1968). 
It will be assumed that the two basic conventions formulated in Section 1 
are fuljilled coordinatewise. 
The multivariate situation will require obvious modifications in the 
notation. 
Attention will be restricted to vectors SN = (SIN, SZN, . . ., SUN), where 
Since asymptotic normality of the vector SN is equivalent to asymptotic 
normality of all linear combinations 
(54 
?I& 
ScrN= 2 ‘%&N 
i=l 
of the components, where (xl, 012, . . . . oc,,, are real numbers, it suffices to 
consider the asymptotic behavior of the statistics (5.2) for arbitrary but 
fixed 0~‘s. It will turn out that the asymptotic normality of these statistics 
is an almost immediate consequence of the results of the preceding 
sections. To see this let us first formulate the analogue of Assumption 2.1. 
ASSUMPTION 5.1. For i = 1, 2, . . ., m the functions Ji and !Pt satisfy 
Assumption 2.1. The possible diSCOntinUitit% of Je arise at the points stj 
with heights &*; their number kt may depend on i. 
Under this assumption we have, with probability 1, the following 
decomposition 
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where 
(5.3) 
(5.6) 
Let us write 
(5.8) 
2 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that Assumption 5.1 is fuljilled. Then the 
qumdies pa and o& dejned in (5.3) and (5.8) are $nite and 
(5.9) lim sup jP(N*(&~-+)/c~i~<x) -@@)I = 0, 
N-+ca seR 
provided lim infN+oo (TZN > 0. 
PROOF. The proof of the asymptotic normality of the A-terms is 
patterned on the method of Section 3. In an obvious modification of the 
notation we have 
(5.10) i AagN= NT* 2 ZG~N, 
4-O n=1 
where Zany is a linear combination of functions of the components of 
X?I~ involving the LY’S, so that the ZEN are again mutually independent 
r.v.‘s for n=l, 2, . . . . N and the proof proceeds like in Section 3. 
As far as BaN is concerned it suffices to observe that this r.v. may be 
written as the sum of m r.v.‘s, each of which can be dealt with in a way 
completely similar to that used in Section 4. n 
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